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The world today operates in a state of persistent conflict on a sliding scale. The conflicts in question are not traditionally military in nature and often involve non-state actors. This provides problems for the nation-state due to the historical methods for dealing with conflicts. In order to manage these conflicts, nation-states and global organization will have to develop mechanisms to deal with "dark networks." These are networks made up of illicit traffickers, organized crime, urban gangs, terrorist, and other nefarious characters. The purpose of this paper is to examine the environment that feeds the dark networks, the characters making up the networks, the networks themselves, and the policy and strategy issues related to defeating dark networks.
DARK NETWORKS

We’re locked in the generational struggle against the global extremist network that is out to destroy our way of life. And as a result, I believe that the next decades that we face will be ones of what I call persistent conflict.

—General George W. Casey Jr.¹

“Dark Networks” are part of persistent conflict that the U.S. is facing today and will likely face in the foreseeable future. Unlike traditional wars fought between uniformed militaries over clearly understood goals, dark networks are comprised of a variety of nefarious individuals and organizations and contribute to persistent conflict by working against the common good and impacting man’s ability to pursue a meaningful and fulfilling life. While the dark networks do not cause persistent conflict, the networks enhance the ability of the nefarious characters to act within the points along the scale of persistent conflict.

The conflicts of today and tomorrow occur in five strategic environment categories: demographic, health, and social; economic and financial; environment, infrastructure, and resources; governance; and science, technology, and information.² It is within these categories that the persistent conflicts exist. It is within these categories that nation-states, organizations, and people will fight to survive. Whether the conflict involves religion, migration, uneven prosperity, corporate greed, insufficient energy, increasing virtual communities, access to private information, crime, or biological weapons; people representing themselves, organizations, or nation-states will have to manage these conflicts in order to reduce the negative impact on society.

Clausewitz said that the first rule in war is to understand the type of war you are fighting; in this case, persistent conflict.³ It is Sun Tzu who provides us the next
imperative; understanding the enemy who you intend to fight. The enemies within persistent conflict are not in uniform and not driving Boyevaya Mashina Pekhoty (BMP-3) infantry fighting vehicles or Sukhoi Su-30 fighter aircraft; and they are not manning Shang-class 93 attack submarines as led by a nation-state structure of governance. Belligerents of today, operating in a state of persistent conflict, are involved in actions that are not traditionally military in nature. What makes these enemy elements dangerous and hard to defeat is that they work in a network form, a dark network. These are networks operating illegally, in the shadows of society, valuing secrecy, and conducting activities contrary to the good order of the general society. This provides problems for nation-states which are hierarchically structured and comfortable with conventional methods for dealing with conflict. These dark networks are made up of modern day enemies including insurgents, terrorist groups and individuals, gangs, drug trafficking organizations, pirates, organized crime, and network infiltrators. In order to manage these conflicts, nation-states and global organizations need to develop mechanisms to deal with dark networks.

The purpose of this essay is to examine the environment that feeds the dark networks, the characters that comprise the networks, the networks themselves, and the policy and strategy issues related to defeating dark networks. One specific recommendation that will be addressed is to modify the modern day geographic Combatant Command into a light, hub type network, and renamed “Regional Interagency Security Command” with the intent of fighting a network with a network.

**Defining “Persistent Conflict”**

The Chief of Staff, U.S. Army, introduced this term in his address to the Association of the United States Army in 2007. This concept then made its way into
both the 2008 and 2009 Army Posture Statements. The 2009 Statement defines persistent conflict as “protracted confrontation among state, non-state, and individual actors that are increasingly willing to use violence to achieve their political and ideological ends.” This term is used 11 times in the 32 page statement in order to reinforce this term for continued usage. The statement goes further to explain that these persistent conflicts are fueled by a number of global situations to include failed states, globalization, competition for natural resources, and demographic changes.

The definition of persistent exists on a sliding scale. While the conflicts are constant, unrelenting, and continuing, they change in time with varying degrees. Each conflict falls in different areas, or points, on a sliding scale. Managing the scale of conflict depends upon the assessment of national, organizational, or individual interests viewed in conjunction with the best ways to achieve the desired goal. Some of these actions are occurring on the end of the scale which depicts the conflict in almost non-conflict terms or simple, matter of fact, disagreements between one actor’s methods and another’s. The opposite end of the scale includes actors engaged in armed conflict with one another using various methods of lethal force to achieve a goal. A key point is that the “sliding scale” includes non-violent as well as violent activities. Furthermore, the concept of winning is not part of the sliding scale. Attempting to “win” will simply cause confusion and frustration on the part of leaders, policy makers, and citizens. The goal is to manage the conflicts to acceptable or reasonable levels. It is this concept that is somewhat confusing in modern day military doctrine which points out “persistent conflict” and “winning” in the same context.
Understanding the Enemy

The most dangerous enemy in the realm of persistent conflict falls within the general term “unconventional” or “irregular.” Elements within these realms include insurgents, terrorist groups and individuals, gangs, drug trafficking organizations, pirates, organized crime, and network infiltrators. These groups and individuals are often non-state actors who operate in the seams of society. The concept of “non-state actors” often leads to the confusion over how to deal with the affects of their actions. Many states, governments, leaders, and policy-makers believe that the entities listed above are criminals and should be dealt with in the civilian sector rather than military. Dr. Mark Clark recently conducted a study to determine whether or not the theories of the famous military strategist Karl von Clausewitz apply to what he terms “modern day warfare” or what we term persistent conflict. “What may be at stake is whether – and how – we may be compelled to fight such entities.” It is through a thorough understanding of the enemy that a state can begin to match elements of power against the effects of enemy activity. For the purpose of this paper, I will briefly highlight seven enemies within the dark network which cause the most danger in a time of persistent conflict.

**Insurgents** “Insurgents may attempt to seize power and replace the existing government or they may have more limited aims such as separation, autonomy, or alteration of a particular policy.” Insurgents often have efficient leadership and are quick to learn from their mistakes and adapt to the weaknesses of their adversaries. Their intelligence gathering ability is a key component of their work along with their logistical and communication capabilities. One example is the Taliban.
Terrorist Groups and Individuals  Regardless of the type of terror, people and groups labeled as terrorists use violence, have political motives, act against innocent people, and desire a reaction of fear. This is also known as the process of terror; a process of seizing attention through shock and horror, getting out the message, and continuing the fight. Terrorists operate in every domain of the globe. They seek sanctuary “…wherever possible: in state-controlled territory, under-governed areas, urban terrain, and increasingly, in cyberspace.” One example is al Qaeda.

Gangs  While gangs exist in most areas of the world, the gangs in Central and South America have made a particularly notorious name for themselves. U.S. Southern Command estimates that the last decade has seen 1.2 million deaths linked to crime in Latin America. Many of these deaths have come from the hand of gang members, a membership total that reaches over 100,000.

Typically, gangs have some degree of permanence and organization and are generally involved in delinquent or criminal activity. Gangs may be involved in criminal activities ranging from graffiti, vandalism, petty theft, robbery, and assaults to more serious criminal activities, such as drug trafficking, drug smuggling, money laundering, alien smuggling, extortion, home invasion, murder, and other violent felonies. One example is Mara Salvatrucha (MS-13).

Drug Trafficking Organizations  Their trade negatively impacts citizens throughout the world and their methods of trafficking and distribution often requires the use of extreme violence. The illicit drug trade of narco-groups threatens the social, economic and political fabric of all societies. Ultimately, the illegal production and trafficking in drugs undermines the security, stability, and prosperity of all nations and people involved and affected. One example is the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC).
Contemporary pirates have captured our attention in the last few years almost as much as terrorists. It is hard not to pay attention to U.S. military snipers taking lethal action against pirates off the coast of Somalia on Easter Sunday. While sensational news, modern day pirates pose a significant danger to the lives of the citizens in the affected shipping lanes. Piracy also has a negative impact on global economic growth due to stolen cargo and costly insurance. Weakened nation-states suffer under piracy due to the undermining aspects of pirate activity. One example is the pirates from the region of Puntland in Somalia.

Vadim Volkov refers to the term Violent Entrepreneurs as “…the economic dimension of the activities of wielders of force.” Whether we are discussing the Sicilian Mafia, Chinese Triads, Japanese Yakuza, or the Russian Mafia, “violent entrepreneurs” is a good general term of description. It is through enabling organized force that members of groups conducting illicit activity convert that activity into money or valuables. One example is the Solntsevskaya Brotherhood of Russia.

Hackers, Cyber-Terrorists, Information Warriors, and Cyber Criminals are all terms included in the definition of Network Infiltrator. These people attack the control system of countries and the heart of the financing aspect of the world. While their crime may not be violent in nature, the effects of the outcome can not only destroy nations but lead to violent or lethal actions in trying to recover from a catastrophic net failure. One example is the Chinese Cyber-Militia.

What we gain by examining these groups is the ability to look for commonality of action, philosophy, reason, goals, makeup, culture, and behavior as examples of areas to focus on in order to manage the issues or affect caused by these groups. The terms
often become mixed such as narco-insurgency, cyber-terrorist, narco-terrorist, drug gangs, etc. This linking of topics is critical to understanding the enemy and developing laws, policy, strategies, and tactics to attack and manage the enemy situation in a more effective manner.

“Dark Networks”

When most people think of “networks” they tend to focus on computer networks, systems of lines, interconnection, group of people with similar interests, and a method of sharing information. Networks are often characterized by interdependence between organizations. These organizations are continually interacting with one another as network members allowing for the exchange of resources and ideas for common purposes.20

Defined in simplest form, as any interconnected nodes, networks are ubiquitous. The nodes can be individuals, groups, organizations, or states (as well as cells or Internet users); the connections or links can consist of personal friendships, trade flows, or valued resources.21

The individuals or groups make up the nodes and the linkages are what binds or brings them together. Understanding what brings the individuals or groups together, or the nature of the linkages helps to understand the overall purpose of the network.

The definitions above highlight exchange between people, nodes, connections, in a relationship of actors, and a need for trusting relationships that are not hierarchical. Regardless of the exact vision or definition of a network, people tend to think of networks as helpful rather than hurtful, or good rather than evil. As Rabb and Milward point out, “most of the literature on networks and collaboration is quite positive.”22 The globalization of the world today has allowed the concept of networks to become the intellectual centerpiece for organizational development, leadership, and management.23
Networks are also a popular form of social organization as witnessed with the growth of social media activities and systems such as Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter.

Networks vary in size, shape, membership, cohesion, and purpose. Networks can be large or small, local or global, domestic or transnational, cohesive or diffuse, centrally directed or highly decentralized, purposeful or directionless. Networks facilitate flows of information, knowledge, and communication as well as more-tangible commodities.24

What is important to realize is that, while networks can be benign, they can also be malicious. It is logical to assume that nefarious characters would also accept the network concept as a best practice for their own endeavors and form dark networks. These are groups of individuals and organizations that build networks striving to achieve goals that create problems for governments, organizations, and people all over the world.25 A wide variety of illegally operating organizations to include insurgents, terrorist groups and individuals, gangs, drug trafficking organizations, pirates, organized crime, and network infiltrators make up the dark networks. These illicit entrepreneurs exploit network forms of organization because they help to conceal illegal activity through a dispersion of resources and operations. These illegal entities have found networks “useful for coordinating behavior, sharing information, and building relationships among conspirators” just as network elements of their lawful counterparts.26 The graph below depicts an example of complex network structures of the ties between nodes of terrorist elements.
The U.S. National Intelligence Council describes a transformed world in 2025 which includes a power shift regarding nation-states and non-state actors “…including businesses, tribes, religious organizations, and even criminal networks.” The emphasis on networks of criminally related people and activities reflect a continued acknowledgment that there is no dominant hierarchical or organizational structure used by nefarious characters to commit their acts of conflict. “Contemporary processes of political, cultural and economic globalization have generated a new world of security risks resulting from the illicit activities of ‘nodes’ and networks whose methods of
organization defy sovereign boundaries." These networks, dark networks, require stealth or covert and clandestine behavior along with incredibly flexible node and link structures to achieve resiliency. One problem causing a lack of "literature" or study of the dark network problem is the issue itself – the dark networks are not only illegal but also covert and "...the dynamism of contemporary transnational crime makes it difficult to develop any single, elegant theory of dark networks." \(^{31}\)

The redundancy and hence resilience, of dark networks achieved through ebbs and flows of people in and out of particular functions is something that Gross Stein highlights in her analysis of terror networks. She too used the language of 'nodes' and 'networks' in an attempt to shift thinking away from the assumption that security threats can be eliminated through traditional command and control governance exercised in the wielding of military might. \(^{32}\)

Networks allow actors to rapidly change organizational structure in order to adapt to a new environment. Colombian drug trafficking networks and the al Qaeda terrorist network are two good examples of networks that have changed their structure to meet their needs. Both have modified their existing centralized networks to more decentralized networks in order to flatten their organizations thereby leaving more autonomy for all members and reducing the possibility of law enforcement countermeasures. \(^{33}\)

As law enforcement succeeded in breaking down drug cartels and organized criminal syndicates, drug trafficking evolved from hierarchical organizations based on kinship, ethnicity, common experience, and tradition to networked enterprises with flattened lateral structure based on ad hoc arrangements with other groups. \(^{34}\)

Similar to al Qaeda, the Taliban are part of a network which includes groups such as the Jalaluddin Haqqani network and al Qaeda associated movements. The Taliban connection in the network provides them political, military, and logistical support to oppose those they consider to be occupiers of Afghanistan." Comparable to the
Taliban, Saddam Hussein established a clandestine transnational network based on trust relationships and mutual profitability which helped him remain in power while fighting the U.S. containment strategy.36

**Operational Connections**

Terrorism and drugs go together like rats and the bubonic plague - they thrive in the same conditions, support each other, and feed off each other. Drug traffickers benefit from the paramilitary skills, access to weapons and links to other clandestine groups that terrorists can provide. Terrorists, for their part, gain a source of revenue and expertise in money laundering from drug traffickers. Sometimes terrorists and drug traffickers facilitate each other's operations by providing protection or transportation services. Other times, terrorists and drug traffickers are one-in-the- same, with drug revenues providing the financing for terror campaigns. Today, almost half of the international terrorist organizations identified by the State Department are linked to illicit drug activities.37

Or more simply stated, “terrorists use drug profits to fund their cells to commit acts of murder.”38 Narco-terrorism is one of the earlier elements of a nexus in two major elements of the dark network. While originally considered distinct, the common ground links became obvious.39 The U.S. Drug Enforcement Agency has conservatively linked 19 of 42 officially designated Foreign Terrorist Organizations to drug trafficking activities of varying levels.40 These linkages are far more than marriages of convenience. Terror groups and drug trafficking organizations work together for their own survival and gains, whether for simple financial gain or financial gain to support future operations.

There is also a significant link between terrorists and organized crime. "It was bin Laden who had managed the drug profits for the Taliban and arranged money laundering operations with the Russian Mafia..."41 According to the United Nations Office of Drug Control, “it has become more and more difficult to distinguish clearly between terrorist groups and organized crime units, since their tactics increasingly overlap.”42 Therefore, the effects caused by their actions are similar if not the same. The
significant difference between organized crime and terrorists is that the terrorist are usually motivated by religious or political concepts and organized criminal's desire financial gain, similar to the commonalities between terrorists and drug trafficking organizations.

The link of organized crime and drug trafficking organizations is even stronger. The United Nations states that one of the most serious issues from the 2009 World Drug Report concerns organized crime. United Nations analysis shows that the drug markets have generated an economic system based on violence and corruption which falls within the realm of what is calls international drug mafias. Money laundering is a good example of a tactic required by both of these groups. While money laundering is a crime in and of itself, the customers of the laundering include drug trafficking organizations, terrorists, and organized crime elements. The source of income for legitimate business organizations is transparent but the source of income for illegal organizations must remain concealed. Whether an organized crime element is conducting advanced money laundering operations such as using offshore financial centers or a drug runner is simply converting illegally acquired cash into money orders, money laundering is occurring for the advancement of future illegal activity.

With the exception of crimes of passion, most criminal behavior is motivated by greed and thus begets illegally gotten money that must be introduced into legitimate financial channels via seemingly legitimate sources.

Another linkage of two similar organizations is that of insurgents and gangs, especially transnational gangs. Comparing gangs to insurgents, Dr. Manwaring highlights that “the common denominator that can link gangs to insurgency is that some gangs’ and insurgents’ ultimate objective is to depose or control the government of
targets countries. Whether you look at gangs as the primary evolutionary beginning to insurgent organizations or accept the traditional street gang model, their actions do not fall within a single law enforcement code and impact citizens across various levels of state borders. The primary thread enabling these two types of illegal organizations to succeed is freedom of movement. Whether you are part of the Taliban living in the relatively safe area of Pakistan and conducting operations in Afghanistan or a member of the Mara Salvatrucha (MS-13) moving and operating between California and Central American nations such as Honduras and El Salvador, freedom of movement is critical to your life and operations. This freedom of movement is enhanced because of un-governed or under-governed areas of sovereign territories. These two terms represent the failure of a sovereign entity to exercise power within its boundaries. An extreme level of un-governed areas is found within failed states, such as Somalia where pirates, gangs, and terrorists roam freely throughout the territorial lands and waters.

As all of these groups, operating on the scale of persistent conflict, expand their operations and continuously improve though innovation. Many latch on to the technical capacity and capability of the cyber domain. The U.S. Strategy to Secure Cyberspace highlights that the “primary concern is the threat of organized cyber attacks capable of causing debilitating disruption to our Nation’s critical infrastructures, economy, or national security.” While this concern is at the violent end of the spectrum, another concern that could cause equal problems in order of magnitude is the basic usage of the internet as a tool for terrorist communication. In between these two concerns are terrorists using the cyber domain for recruitment, funding, or launching terror attacks.
“The FBI predicts that terrorist groups will either develop or hire hackers, particularly for the purpose of complimenting large physical attacks with cyber attacks.”

While the motives may differ, the operational and tactical commonalities of insurgents, terrorists, gangs, drug trafficking organizations, pirates, organized crime elements, and network infiltrators cross the spectrum of operational activities. Their tactics are often similar and their baseline affects are virtually identical, especially by the casual observer or someone directly impacted by the tactic used. Their need to recruit, train, house, and equip specific types of people and acquire funds, sanctuary, and false documentation to develop and conduct operations allows these groups to understand and capitalize on their own commonalities.

One Possible Solution – The New Light Network

A common theory is that it takes a network to fight a network. While there are numerous types of networks, the dark networks appear to prefer the all-channel type which is diverse, dispersed, and made up of small nodes with no or limited central leadership. These nodes are linked together with the mission of coordinating and acting jointly (not hierarchical). While this type of non-hierarchical, limited central leadership may not appeal to nation-state leaders, there are network forms that retain leadership but capitalize upon the strengths of dispersed and diverse nodes.

In order for one network to combat another network, there must be a focus on finding the network links that connect the nodes. Current governmental, crime fighting, drug enforcement, and military networked like entities are not known for their ability to decentralize decision making and reduce information flow to the level of their counterparts in the dark networks. Additionally, the light networks have the added responsibility of operating within the law. “Our challenges require effective whole of
government integration – but we remain in outmoded, bureaucratic, inward-looking, competitive departmental stovepipes."54 Freedom to communicate up, down, and across organizational spectrums based on a leaders vision is the key to converting hierarchical organization into flexible and agile networked organization.55 Translating good ideas into action requires collaboration among all those involved in development and implementation of the ideas.56

Whether working to overcome challenges or striving for goals, there is no single focal point for the conduct of planning and operational activities to accomplish the desires of the U.S. and manage the dark networks conducting persistent conflict below the National Security Council level. There are only disparate stove pipes or cylinders of excellence to work particular aspects of these challenges and goals in a vacuum or at best with some consultation between entities. The current organization that is best structured, at the right level of government, most appropriately staffed, and given the mission to deal with meeting some of these challenges and achieving the national objectives is the Geographic Combatant Command.

While these organizations exist today, they operate as military organizations within the laws and policies as understood by the U.S. citizens. The Geographic Combatant Commands today are focused on detecting, deterring, and preventing attacks and planning for and executing military operations.57 The Combatant Commands of today are led by military personnel and focused on military issues. While some have ventured into non-traditional military activities and claim to have an interagency focus their interagency partners have not completely embraced the collaborative, resource and information sharing concepts. "At the regional level, the only
entities who are trying to create interagency mechanisms are the Combatant Commands but they are only a shadow of what is really required. They are not quite suited to deal with the majority of the conflicts caused by the dark networks on the sliding persistent scale. If the U.S. wants to continue to excel on the world stage, the U.S. should modify the Geographic Combatant Commands to take on a true whole of government approach and become Regional Interagency Security Commands (RISC) based on a hub type of network format.

The National Security Act of 1947 and Title 10 of the United States Code provide the basis for the establishment of the combatant commands with the Unified Command Plan providing the missions. Combatant Command missions include activities such as: deterring and preventing attacks against the U.S., conducting security cooperation activities, and providing advice and assistance to chiefs of U.S. diplomatic missions. While the Combatant Commands operate within the current law and continue to focus on the conduct of military planning and operations, some are moving toward an interagency approach to work in more of a whole of government, or whole of society, fashion within their respective areas of responsibility. Properly structured to include integrated and mutually supportive interagency representation and capabilities along with a Combatant Commander’s headquarters and associated staff could provide the nucleus, or hub, for interagency reorganization and activities and become a whole of government focused RISC which would be better suited to take on the dark networks. Hub type networks allow super nodes may act like a hierarchical structure while allowing information and resources to be dispersed throughout the network. Focused on a hub style of network, the RISCs headquarters would be the convergence of activity
specifically in terms of information transfer, resource management, and idea sharing. They would be views as the first level of decentralize decision making at the national level if staffed and integrated by agencies forming all elements of national power. The U.S. could start this initiative by capitalizing on the transformational successes of U.S. Southern Command and U.S. Africa Command.

U.S. Southern Command and U.S. Africa Command are two geographic Combatant Commands which have recently undergone significant changes to become more focused on interagency activities. They have created slight modifications to their personnel staffing allowing for non-Department of Defense personnel from various U.S. governmental organizations to join their ranks with the minimum goal of infusing various interagency cultures within on headquarters element. A higher level goal is to provide the direct reach back of information gathering from both the national and sub-regional levels from the various agencies throughout the governmental enterprise.

The U.S. needs to continue taking steps to view the world through an interagency or whole of government lens rather than a military lens and a Regional Interagency Security Command is a mechanism well suited for the mission. In addition to the internal modification of the Combatant Command, there must be an adjustment to the upper, lower, and lateral functions of the command and the organizations making up the network of the command. Light networks must be outward looking, evolutionary, and flexible.62 The required adjustments include the development of a network of people, organizations, and agencies with the missions dealing with the effects of the nefarious characters discussed in this paper. The modification of the current Geographic
Combatant Commands into Regional Interagency Security Commands based on becoming a “light network” is a good starting point.

There are many avenues of approach to continue Combatant Command level transformation. Future steps should include assessments from various governmental organizations to seek further areas within the Combatant Command for modification, specifically in the areas of communication and process management. Additionally, a thorough analysis of the existing policies along with U.S. Code must be conducted to determine current policy and legal hindrances to further merging of governmental organizations within one organizational element. A true Regional Interagency Security Command must have all of the elements or instruments of national power networked within the communication and decision making nodes to provide rapid and focused response to challenges, issues, and goal attainment activities. By co-locating the many whole of government elements, a super hub is created providing the ability to link with authority the various mission leadership and concepts to attack the dark networks and deal with the effects of the nefarious characters.

Conclusion

Power is migrating to small, mostly nonstate adversaries who can organize into sprawling networks more readily than can traditionally hierarchical nation-state actors. Not only civil society but also uncivil society is benefiting from the rise of network forms of organization. Some uncivil actors, such as terrorists and criminals, are having little difficulty forming highly networked, nonhierarchical organizations. Thus, networked adversaries may be expected to pose increasing threats to the United States and its interests around the world. Conflicts will more often be fought by networks than by hierarchies.63

While it remains important for civil societies to continue working toward the elimination of the underlying causes of crime, terror, drugs, gangs, and piracy, there must be a concentrated, coordinated, and collaborative effort put forth to deal with the actors
within and the effects of the persistent conflicts. It is important to realize that “the conflicts we are engaged in are bigger than DoD, and they will require a global effort.” The gap continues to widen within nation-state governmental capabilities and capacity to address the actors within persistent conflict. The enemy functioning on the sliding conflict scale are innovating faster than the legal elements of society creating a fissure that appears to be growing at an accelerated pace and causing the citizens to question their government’s ability to perform the number one function – secure the people. The U.S. must begin to reform and reorganize as a network to defeat a network. “National security reform is not something that would be nice to do it is something that must occur for the benefit of the entire nation and world stage.”
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